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Dogsbody Nov 09 2020 A funny, heartbreaking, stunning book by the legendary Diana Wynne
Jones—with an introduction by Neil Gaiman. The Dog Star, Sirius, is tried - and found guilty - by his
heavenly peers for a murder he did not commit. His sentence: to live on the planet Earth until he can
carry out a seemingly impossible mission - the recovery of a deadly weapon known as the Zoi. The
first lesson Sirius learns in his lowly earthly form is that humans have all the power. The second is
that even though his young mistress loves him, she can't protect either of them. The third - and
worst - is that someone out there will do anything to keep Sirius from finding the Zoi. Even if it
means destroying Earth itself. This funny, heartbreaking, stunning book features an introduction by
Neil Gaiman, an avid fan of Diana Wynne Jones.
Deep Secret Jun 16 2021 Rupert Venables is a Magid. It's a Magid's job to oversee what goes on in
the vast Multiverse. Actually, Rupert is really only a junior Magid. But he's got a king-sized problem.
Rupert's territory includes Earth and the Empire of Korfyros. When his mentor dies Rupert must find
a replacement. But there are hundreds of candidates. How is he supposed to choose? And
interviewing each one could take forever. Unless... What if he could round them all up in one place?
Simple! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Drowned Ammet Jun 28 2022 Cart and cwidder -- Drowned ammet -- The spellcoats -- The crown of
Dalemark.
Cart And Cwidder Aug 31 2022 Clennen and his family make their living as travelling musicians. A

danger deepens around them, Moril is chosen to receive the mysterious musical instrument - the
ancient cwidder.
Witch's Business Aug 26 2019 They're in the revenge business! Jess and Frank's father has stopped
their allowances for four whole months! That means that Jess can't go anywhere or do anything with
her friends. Worse yet, Frank owes money to Buster Knell, the bully. How can Jess and Frank earn
some cash—fast? By starting a business, Own Back, Ltd. It specializes in revenge, which every kid
needs to seek at some time, they figure. Most don't have the courage themselves. But Jess and
Frank do—for a price! Lots of clients show up. But Jess and Frank soon discover that the revenge
business can be pretty complicated, especially when it turns out that there's another one in
town—owned by Biddy Iremonger, the fiercely competitive local witch!
Minor Arcana May 04 2020
Malafrena Jul 26 2019 in a career spanning half a century, Ursula K. Le Guin has produced a body of
work that testifies to her abiding faith in the power and art of words. She is perhaps best known for
imagining future intergalactic worlds in brilliant books that challenge our ideas of what is natural and
inevitable in human relations—and that celebrate courage, endurance, risk-taking, and above all,
freedom in the face of the psychological and social forces that lead to authoritarianism and
fanaticism. it is less well known that she first developed these themes in richly imagined historical
fiction, including the brilliant early novel Malafrena. An epic meditation on the meaning of hope and
freedom, love and duty, Malafrena takes place from 1825 to 1830 in the imaginary East European
country of Orsinia, then a part of the Austrian Empire, a nation which, like its near neighbors
Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Romania, has a long and vivid history of oppression, art, and revolution.
itale Sorde, the idealistic heir to Val Malafrena, an estate in the rural western provinces of Orsinia,
leaves home against his father’s wishes to work as a journalist in the cosmopolitan capital city of
Krasnoy, where he plays an integral part in the revolutionary politics that are roiling Europe.
Complete with a newly researched chronology of Le Guin's life and career.
Enchanted Glass Sep 27 2019 Aidan Cain has had the worst week of his life. His gran died, he was
sent to a foster home, and now malicious beings are stalking him. There is one person Gran told
Aidan to go to if he ever got into trouble—a powerful sorcerer who lives at Melstone House. But when
Aidan arrives on the doorstep, he finds that the sorcerer's grandson, Andrew, has inherited the
house. The good news is that Aidan can tell immediately that Andrew's brimming with magic,
too—and so is everyone else at Melstone. The bad news is that Andrew doesn't remember anything
his grandfather taught him. Chaos is swiftly rising, and he has no idea how to control it. A sinister
neighbor is stealing power from the land, magic is leaking between realms . . . and it's only a matter
of time before the Stalkers find Aidan. If Aidan and Andrew can harness their own magics, they may
be able to help each other. But can they do it before the entire countryside comes apart at the
seams?
The Lives of Christopher Chant Dec 11 2020 Young Christopher Chant, in training to become the
next Chrestomanci or head controller of magic in the world, becomes a key figure in a battle with
renegade sorcerers because he has nine lives. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Conrad's Fate Aug 07 2020 When his uncle sends him to work at the mysterious Stallery Mansion,
twelve-year-old Conrad Tesdinic overcomes his bad karma and discovers in the mansion's winecellar
the source of the magic that threatens to pull his world into one of the eleven other parallel
universes.
Drowned Ammet Nov 02 2022 When his protest against the tyrannical government fails, a young
boy escapes, with two other children, to the mysterious Holy Islands where they learn the power of
two folk figures celebrated by their countrymen.
Year of the Griffin Mar 14 2021 It is eight years after the tours from offworld have stopped. High
Chancellor Querida has retired, leaving Wizard Corkoran in charge of the Wizards' University.
Although Wizard Corkoran's obsession is to be the first man on the moon, and most of his time is
devoted to this project, he decides he will teach the new first years himself in hopes of currying the

favor of the new students' families—for surely they must all come from wealth, important
families—and obtaining money for the University (which it so desperately needs). But Wizard
Corkoran is dismayed to discover that one of those students—indeed, one he had such high hopes
for, Wizard Derk's own daughter Elda—is a hugh golden griffin, and that none of the others has any
money at all. Wizard Corkoran's money-making scheme backfires, and when Elda and her new
friends start working magic on their own, the schemes go wronger still. And when, at length, Elda
ropes in her brothers Kit and Blade to send Corkoran to the moon . . . well . . . life at the Wizards'
University spins magically and magnificently out of control. This breathtakingly brilliant sequel to
Dark Lord of Derkholm is all one would expect from this master of genre.
Witch Week Aug 19 2021 There are good witches and bad witches, but the law says that all witches
must be burned at the stake. So when an anonymous note warns, "Someone in this class is a witch,"
the students in 6B are nervous—especially the boy who's just discovered that he can cast spells and
the girl who was named after the most famous witch of all. Witch Week features the debonair
enchanter Chrestomanci, who also appears in Charmed Life, The Magicians of Caprona, and The
Lives of Christopber Chant. Someone in the class is a witch. At least so the anonymous note says.
Everyone is only too eager to prove it is someone else—because in this society, witches are burned
at the stake.
Spindle's End Mar 02 2020 An exceptional retelling of The Sleeping Beauty which takes the reader
into a magical world filled with modern characters, encountering adventure, love and loss. Rosie is
very, very ordinary. No-one, not even an extremely powerful and evil fairy who is out for the
princess's blood, would give Rosie a second glance. But then, even Rosie doesn't know the secret of
her own birth...and she cannot be hidden forever as her twenty-first birthday approaches. The curse
placed on her at her christening will hunt her down through the years, gathering strength, and at
some point a princess must become a queen, even if she would rather just stay ordinaryThe Islands of Chaldea Oct 28 2019 A stand-alone novel of magic and adventure by the renowned
fantasy author Diana Wynne Jones, who also wrote Howl's Moving Castle and the Chrestomanci
books. Almost finished upon her death in 2011, the manuscript was completed by Diana's sister
Ursula Jones, an acclaimed novelist and actress. Publishers Weekly called The Islands of Chaldea "a
story to cherish" in their starred review. Aileen comes from a long line of magic makers, and her
aunt Beck is the most powerful magician on Skarr. But Aileen's magic has yet to reveal itself, even
though she is old enough and it should have by now. When Aileen is sent over the sea on a mission
for the King, she worries that she'll be useless and in the way. A powerful talking cat changes all of
that—and with every obstacle Aileen faces, she becomes stronger and more confident, until her
magic blooms. This stand-alone novel, by the beloved and acclaimed author of such classic fantasy
novels as Howl's Moving Castle and the Chrestomanci books, will be welcomed by fans old and new.
"Jones's imaginative vigor is unabated in this last, picaresque novel; her deft, fluid style and
penchant for precise, characterful description are amply present," proclaimed The Horn Book.
The Crown Of Dalemark Oct 01 2022 The Countess and Lord Keril send Mitt to kill a young woman
Noreth Onesdaughter, who claims to know where the lost crown is hidden.
The Secret Life of Prince Charming Jun 04 2020 A thoughtful, funny, and layered teen novel by
National Book Award Finalist Deb Caletti.
The Dalemark Quartet, Volume 1 May 28 2022 Presents the first two books in a quartet in which four
young people from different times struggle to save a war-torn land.
Mixed Magics Apr 14 2021 Dapper, debonair, and wise, the great enchanter Chrestomanci has nine
lives and a strong personality as well as strong magic. That personality reverberates in each of these
four dazzling stories. A warlock tries to escape Chrestomanci's justice by fleeing to another worldwith hilarious results. Cat Chant and Tonino Montana reluctantly join forces when Chrestomanci
sends them on a visit that turns suddenly dangerous. The youngest best-selling dreamer needs
Chrestomanci's help when she finds she can't dream anymore. And as the gods of an ever-so-orderly
world try to destroy the young Sage of Dissolution, Chrestomanci lends a hand. Like Chrestomanci

himself, acclaimed author Diana Wynne Jones has a graceful flair, which sparkles in the remarkable
wit, imagination, and intelligence of these fast-paced tales.
The Pinhoe Egg May 16 2021 Marianne Pinhoe, a young witch discovering her powers, stumbles
upon a mysterious egg in her grandmother's attic, which leads her on a magical adventure, along
with her fellow enchanter Cat.
Charmed Life Jul 06 2020 A bewitching comic fantasy by a master of the supernatural Cat doesn't
mind living in the shadow of his sister, Gwendolen, the most promising young witch ever seen on
Coven Street. But trouble starts brewing the moment the two orphans are summoned to live in
Chrestomanci Castle. Frustrated that the witches of the castle refuse to acknowledge her talents,
Gwendolen conjures up a scheme that could throw whole worlds out of whack.
The Dalemark Quartet, Volume 2 Apr 26 2022 Presents the second two books in a quartet in which
four young people from different times struggle to save a war-torn land.
The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, Vol. II Sep 07 2020 “Always perfectly magical.” —Neil Gaiman A
timeless classic with brand-new cover art! Diana Wynne Jones’s bestselling, magical, and funny
Chrestomanci novels will enchant fans of Soman Chainani, Rick Riordan, and Chris Colfer. Volume II
contains The Magicians of Caprona and Witch Week. In the Magicians of Caprona, the two warring
families of Caprona, the Montanas and the Petrocchis, must join forces to keep the White Devil from
invading their city. Even Chrestomanci becomes involved when two of the youngest family members,
Tonino Montana and Angelica Petrocchi, go missing. Their unusual magical powers will be key to
stopping the White Devil. Witch Week takes place in a world where witches are burned at the stake,
so when a note reading “Someone in this class is a witch” appears in Class 6B, it’s no laughing
matter. Only Chrestomanci can sort out the mess that the students of 6B get themselves into. The
second of three volumes, the Chronicles of Chrestomanci can be read in any order.
The Spellcoats Jul 30 2022 Tanaqui discovers she has the means to conquer the evil Kankredin who
threatens her own people and the Heathens who have invaded prehistoric Dalemark.
Howl’s Moving Castle Jul 18 2021 In this beloved modern classic, young Sophie Hatter from the land
of Ingary catches the unwelcome attention of the Witch of the Waste and is put under a spell . . .
World of Howl Collection Oct 21 2021 One of the most memorable and irresistible characters in all of
literature—the Wizard Howl—is introduced in Diana Wynne Jones's classic fantasy novel Howl's
Moving Castle and makes guest appearances in two stand-alone sequel novels, Castle in the Air and
House of Many Ways. Howl's Moving Castle was adapted into an acclaimed and Academy Awardnominated film of the same name, produced by Studio Ghibli and directed by Hayao Miyazaki.
Sophie Hatter never intended to set out and seek her fortune. The eldest of three sisters, Sophie
thought she was destined to fail. That all changed the day the Witch of the Waste turned her into an
old woman. In order to lift the spell, Sophie barges into Wizard Howl's moving castle and strikes a
bargain with Calcifer, his fire demon. But Howl is outrunning a curse of his own, and soon Sophie
realizes that nothing is as it appears. . . . Howl, Sophie, and Calcifer return in both Castle in the Air
and The House of Many Ways, two stand-alone sequels full of mayhem, secrets, and magic.
The Homeward Bounders Dec 31 2019 If he finds the right world, Jamie can get Home again. When
Jamie stumbled upon the powerful Them playing Their mysterious games, They threw him out to the
Boundaries of the worlds. Since then, he's been yanked from world to world, doomed to wonder in
hope of one day finding his way back to his own city. Bit by bit, though, Jamie realizes there are rules
They have to play by. He forms an alliance with two other lost Homeward Bounders—bitter, powerful
Helen and demon-hunter Joris—and takes a desperate chance, hoping that the three wanders can
find a way back to their home worlds at last. Once he becomes a pawn in a game played by a
powerful group he calls Them, 12-year-old Jamie is repeatedly catapulted through space and time.
Ursula K. Le Guin: The Complete Orsinia (LOA #281) Jun 24 2019 The inaugural volume of Library of
America’s Ursula K. Le Guin edition gathers her complete Orsinian writings, enchanting, richly
imagined historical fiction collected here for the first time. Written before Le Guin turned to science
fiction, the novel Malafrena is a tale of love and duty set in the central european country of Orsinia in

the early nineteenth century, when it is ruled by the Austrian empire. The stories originally published
in Orsinian Tales (1976) offer brilliantly rendered episodes of personal drama set against a history
that spans Orsinia’s emergence as an independent kingdom in the twelfth century to its absorption
by the eastern Bloc after World War II. The volume is rounded out by two additional stories that bring
the history of Orsinia up to 1989, the poem “Folksong from the Montayna Province,” Le Guin’s first
published work, and two never before published songs in the Orisinian language. LIBRARY OF
AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s
literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and most
significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date,
authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and
ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
If You Find Me Nov 29 2019 NOW INCLUDING A BRAND-NEW EPILOGUE! There are some things you
can't leave behind... In If You Find Me by Emily Murdoch, a broken-down camper hidden deep in a
national forest is the only home fifteen year-old Carey can remember. The trees keep guard over her
threadbare existence; the one bright spot is Carey's younger sister, Jenessa, who depends on Carey
for her very survival. All they have is each other, as their mentally ill mother comes and goes with
greater frequency. Until that one fateful day their mother disappears for good, and two strangers
arrive. Suddenly, the girls are taken from the woods and thrust into a bright and perplexing new
world of high school, clothes and boys. Now, Carey must face the truth of why her mother abducted
her ten years ago, while haunted by a past that won't let her go... a dark past that hides many a
secret, including the reason Jenessa hasn't spoken a word in over a year. Carey knows she must
keep her sister close, and her secrets even closer, or risk watching her new life come crashing down.
The Spellcoats Mar 26 2022 Tanqui discovers she has the only means to conquer the evil Kankredin
who threatens her own people and the Heathens who have invaded prehistoric Dalemark.
Castle in the Air Dec 23 2021 In this stunning sequel to Howl's Moving Castle, Diana Wynne Jones
has again created a large-scale, fast-paced fantasy in which people and things are never quite what
they seem. There are good and bad djinns, a genie in a bottle, wizards, witches, cats and dogs (but
are they cats and dogs?), and a mysterious floating castle filled with kidnapped princesses, as well
as two puzzling prophecies. The story speeds along with tantalizing twists and turns until the
prophecies are fulfilled, true identities are revealed, and all is resolved in a totally satisfying,
breathtaking, surprise-filled ending. Abdullah was a young and not very prosperous carpet dealer.
His father, who had been disappointed in him, had left him only enough money to open a modest
booth in the Bazaar. When he was not selling carpets, Abdullah spent his time daydreaming. In his
dreams he was not the son of his father, but the long-lost son of a prince. There was also a princess
who had been betrothed to him at birth. He was content with his life and his daydreams until, one
day, a stranger sold him a magic carpet. All fans of classic fantasy books deserve the pleasure of
reading those by Diana Wynne Jones, whose acclaim included the World Fantasy Award for Life
Achievement. As Neil Gaiman stated, she was "quite simply the best writer for children of her
generation." The three books in the World of Howl are: Howl's Moving Castle Castle in the Air House
of Many Ways Other beloved series from Dianna Wynne Jones include the Chronicles of
Chrestomanci and the Dalemark Quartet.
The Ogre Downstairs Apr 02 2020 When a disagreeable man with two boys marries a widow with
three children, family adjustments are complicated by two magic chemistry sets which cause
strange things to happen around the house. Simultaneous.
House of Many Ways Oct 09 2020 In this sequel to the international bestseller Howl’s Moving Castle,
bookish Charmain finds herself smack in the middle of magical court intrigues . . . and dealing with
the dashing Wizard Howl. When Charmain Baker agreed to look after her great-uncle's house, she
thought she was getting blissful, parent-free time to read. She didn't realize that the house bent
space and time, and she did not expect to become responsible for an extremely magical stray dog
and a muddled young apprentice wizard. Now, somehow, she's been targeted by a terrifying

creature called a lubbock, too, and become central to the king's urgent search for the fabled Elfgift
that will save the country. The king is so desperate to find the Elfgift, he's called in an intimidating
sorceress named Sophie to help. And where Sophie is, the great Wizard Howl and fire demon Calcifer
won't be far behind. How did respectable Charmain end up in such a mess, and how will she get
herself out of it? All fans of classic fantasy books deserve the pleasure of reading those by Diana
Wynne Jones, whose acclaim included the World Fantasy Award for Life Achievement. As Neil Gaiman
stated, she was "quite simply the best writer for children of her generation." The three books in the
World of Howl are: Howl's Moving Castle Castle in the Air House of Many Ways Other beloved series
from Dianna Wynne Jones include the Chronicles of Chrestomanci and the Dalemark Quartet.
Archer's Goon Jan 24 2022 The trouble started when Howard Sykes came home from school and
found the "goon" sitting in the kitchen. He said he'd been sent by Archer. But who was Archer? It had
to do with the 2,000 words that Howard's author father had failed to deliver. It soon became clear
not only that Archer wanted those words, but that his wizard siblings, Hathaway, Dillian, Shine,
Torquil, Erskine, and Venturus, would also go to any lengths to get them. Although each wizard ruled
a section of the town, he or she was a prisoner in it. Each suspected that one of them held the secret
behind the words, and that secret was the key to their freedom. Which one of them was it? The
Sykes family become pawns in the wizards' fight to win their freedom, wrest control from one
another, and fan out to rule the world. Diana Wynne Jones skillfully guides the reader through a
riveting, twisty plot, with satisfying surprises at every amazing turn. An exciting science fiction
adventure where, happily, nothing is what it first seems to be.
Aunt Maria Jan 12 2021 In Cranbury-on-Sea Aunt Maria rules with a rod of sweetness far tougher
than iron and deadlier than poison. Strange and awful things keep happening in Cranbury. Why are
all the men apparently gray-suited zombies? Why do all the children—if you ever see them—behave
like clones? And what has happened to Mig's brother, Chris? Could gentle, civilized Aunt Maria, with
her talk and daily tea parties, possibly have anything to do with it? Diana Wynne Jones once again
has created a fantastic, magical world. Her brilliant storytelling and wonderful sense of humor totally
involve the reader in the lives of a lovable young heroine and a villainess readers will love to hate.
The Spellcoats Sep 19 2021 The third book in the epic fantasy-adventure series from 'the
Godmother of Fantasy', Diana Wynne Jones. Now back in print! 'I had not seen how they hated us till
I heard them shout. It was terrible.' Tanaqui and her family have always known they were somehow
different from the other villagers. But when the great floods come and they are driven from their
home, they begin to realise the part they must play in the destiny of the land. As Tanaqui weaves
the story of their frightening journey to the sea and the terrifying, powerful evil of the mage
Kankredin, she realises the desperate need to understand the meaning of it all. Can she fit the
pieces of the puzzle together in time to halt Kankredin's destruction?
The Lamp from the Warlock's Tomb Feb 10 2021 Anthony Monday and Miss Eells recover a magic
lamp that was stolen from a warlock's tomb and is spreading evil to further the wicked ends of the
thief.
Dark Lord of Derkholm Feb 22 2022 Mr. Chesney operates Pilgrim Parties, a tour group that takes
paying participants into an outer realm where the inhabitants play frightening and foreboding roles.
The time has come to end the staged madness . . . but can it really be stopped? Master storyteller
Diana Wynne Jones serves up twists and turns, introduces Querida, Derk, Blade, and Shona and a
remarkable cast of wizards, soldiers, kings, dragons, and griffins, and mixes in a lively dash of
humor. With all the ingredients of high fantasy, this unforgettable novel will delight fans old and
new.
The Spellcoats Jan 30 2020 Tanaqui discovers she has the means to conquer the evil Kankredin who
threatens her own people and the Heathens who have invaded prehistoric Dalemark.
The Crown of Dalemark Nov 21 2021 Mitt has fled from the South, but finds that North Dalemark is
just as full of spies and tyrants. And now he is trapped by an order to kill Noreth - a young girl who
has proclaimed herself the heir to the crown of Dalemark. If he doesn't murder her, he risks the lives

of his friends.
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